
Designed For Speed And Reliability 
The streamlined design of OralTox stands out with all the bells and whistles, 
helping to ensure the collection process is easy to administer while highly  
accurate. OralTox is FDA 510(k) cleared for 8 drugs including, AMP, COC,  
MTD, MET, OPI, OXY, PCP, THC and the only FDA cleared rapid oral fluid  
drug screen to include an assay for Oxycodone.

 
 
 
Rapid oral fluid screening with OralTox is easy to administer, allowing the  
collector to observe the donor as he or she collects their own oral fluid  
specimen. This collaborative collection process helps reduce the likelihood of 
tampering or cheating as well as a donor challenge later in the drug testing  
process. When speed and convenience is a high priority, OralTox is an ideal 
solution for hiring events, job fairs, and on-site collections.
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Introducing OralTox, an FDA 510(k) cleared, rapid oral fluid 
drug screening device from Premier Biotech. With a  
continued focus on offering safe and reliable oral fluid  
solutions, OralTox delivers accurate and proven results,  
anytime and anywhere.

• Quick, reliable results in minutes

• Easy to administer observed collection

• Prevents adulteration concerns

• Patented design with one drug per strip 

• The only FDA-Cleared, rapid oral fluid  

   drug test to include an assay for  

   oxycodone

• Saturation indicator changes color when  

   ample specimen has been collected

• Built in gravity feed for reliable sample  

   distribution

Remove The Guesswork 
OralTox features a built-in saturation indicator that 
changes color when the appropriate amount of 
specimen has been collected. This feature  
eliminates the guesswork during the collection  
and helps to reduce recollections stemming from  
an insufficient oral fluid sample.

Observed Collections Reliable Testing Fast Results

To learn more about Premier Biotech’s innovative oral fluid drug testing  
products and solutions for the workplace, including OralTox and O-Scan, contact us 

at 888-686-9909 or via email: sales@premierbiotech.com

Rapid Oral Fluid Drug Screening


